
Dear Brother Knights, 

The Equality Act, which was introduced in the House of Representatives by Rep. David Cicilline 
(D-RI) on February 18, 2021, and in the Senate by Senators Jeff Merkley (D-OR), Tammy 
Baldwin (D-WI), and Cory Booker (D-NJ) on February 23, 2021, sounds good on the outside.  
However, is it a wolf in sheep’s clothing?  Here’s what the United States Conference of Catholic 
Bishops says about the Equality Act:  
https://www.votervoice.net/USCCB/Campaigns/80967/Respond 

(By the way, you can contact your government representatives on this website to let them know 
what you think about the Equality Act.  It’s quick and easy.  Give it a try.) 

“Everyone deserves to be treated with respect and dignity. The Equality Act, which is coming up 
for a vote in the Senate soon, in many ways does the opposite and needs to be opposed. Instead 
of respecting differences in beliefs about marriage and sexuality, the Equality Act would 
discriminate against people of faith. The Equality Act would: punish faith-based organizations, 
such as charities and schools who serve everyone in their communities, simply because of their 
beliefs; force girls and women to compete against boys and men for limited opportunities in 
sports, and to share locker rooms and shower spaces with biological males who identify as 
women; risk mandating taxpayers to fund abortions; force people in everyday life, and especially 
health care workers, to support gender transition; and expand what the government considers a 
“public” place, forcing even some parish halls to host functions that conflict with Catholic 
beliefs.” 

Hmm. That seems a bit alarming.  I wonder what Heritage.org has to say about the Equality Act? 

Here are 11 facts about the Equality Act as put forth by heritage.org: 

https://www.heritage.org/genter/report/11-myths-about-hr-5-the-equality-act-2021 

 1) The Equality Act—introduced as H.R. 5 in the House of Representatives on February 18, 
2021—makes mainstream beliefs about marriage, as well as basic biological facts about sex 
differences, punishable under the law. Every person should be treated with dignity and respect 
and no one should face discrimination. But the Equality Act makes discrimination the law of the 
land by forcing Americans to conform to government-mandated beliefs under the threat of life-
ruining financial and criminal penalties. The 1964 Civil Rights Act outlawed state-sanctioned 
discrimination that caused systematic economic and material harm to black Americans. The 
Equality Act is different: It forces every American to agree with controversial government-
imposed ideology on sexuality or be treated as an outlaw. The Equality Act demolishes existing 
civil rights and constitutional freedoms. 

2) The Equality Act guts the Religious Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA) and threatens 
constitutional freedoms by eliminating conscience protections from the Civil Rights Act. If 
enacted, H.R. 5 would force employers, medical professionals, educators, and religious 
organizations to allow men into women’s shelters, pay for or perform sex-change operations, and 
engage in speech that violates their consciences. Faith-based adoption and foster care agencies 
would be forced to violate their belief that every child deserves a mother and a father. Section 



2(a)(2) of the bill refers to the belief that marriage is between a man and a woman as a “sex 
stereotype.” This stigmatizes the beliefs of hundreds of millions of Americans, including 
Catholics, Evangelicals, Jews, Mormons, and Muslims. 

3)  By expanding the definition of “public accommodations” under Title II of the Civil Rights 
Act to include “any establishment that provides a good, service, or program, including a store, 
shopping center, online retailer or service provider, salon, bank, gas station, food bank, service or 
care center, shelter, travel agency, or funeral parlor, or establishment that provides health care, 
accounting, or legal services,” many more individuals and establishments would, in fact, become 
liable to discrimination claims, including doctors who do not want to perform abortions. 

4)  H.R. 5 endangers unborn children. The Equality Act opens the door to taxpayer funding for 
elective abortions, which the vast majority of Americans oppose, regardless of political 
affiliation. The bill does not contain any conscience protections for those with moral or religious 
objections to paying for or performing abortions.  It also takes away judicial relief by blocking 
claims based on the RFRA.  The Equality Act expands the term “sex” to go far beyond the state 
of being male or female, and includes “pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical condition.” Both 
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and the 3rd Circuit Court have interpreted 
“related medical condition” to include abortion. This expanded definition of sex applies to public 
accommodations, which—under the Equality Act—includes providers of “health care.” This 
definition also applies to section 1557 of the Affordable Care Act (ACA), which is the act’s 
nondiscrimination provision guaranteeing that people will not be denied benefits in a federally 
run or federally funded health program. Section 1557 of the ACA looks to Title VI of the Civil 
Rights Act, which addresses nondiscrimination in federally assisted programs, to interpret what 
constitutes discrimination. If the Equality Act were to pass, section 1557 nondiscrimination 
regulations could be used against providers who refuse to perform abortions, or against hospitals 
that receive federal funding and do not provide abortions. The Reproductive Blueprint promoted 
by Planned Parenthood, NARAL Pro-Choice America, and other abortion industry actors 
specifically calls on the Biden Administration to interpret section 1557 in this manner. 

5)  The Equality Act’s changes to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act do not uphold Title IX of the 
1972 Education Amendments Act. Gender-identity policies will require biological males to be 
permitted to participate in female-only activities. In sports, the physical bodies of biological 
males (even after two years on estrogen) put them at an obvious unfair advantage over female 
athletes, who are losing out on opportunities and scholarships designed for girls and 
women. Three brave female high school athletes in Connecticut are suing the state because two 
boys who identify as girls defeated them in track and field and demolished the state records held 
by 15 other girls. 

6)  All single-sex spaces will be open to both sexes under the Equality Act. The Equality Act 
adds sexual orientation and gender identity rules to Title III of the Civil Rights Act on “public 
facilities” as well as to public accommodations (Title II) and federal funding (Title VI). This 
would create a nationwide transgender policy in single-sex facilities. It would affect everything 
from girls’ and women’s showers and locker rooms to women’s shelters and women’s prisons, 
endangering safety and diminishing privacy. Giving people blanket permission to enter private 



spaces for the opposite sex enables sexual predators to exploit the rule and gain easy access to 
victims. 

7)  By adding sexual orientation and gender-identity rules to the Civil Rights Act’s Title IV on 
“desegregation of public education,” the Equality Act could pave the way for K–12 federal 
courts to require sexual orientation and gender-identity curricula the same way they required 
black history curricula. All children deserve to learn in an environment where they and their 
views are treated with respect. Imposing one political viewpoint on students about questions of 
gender and sexual orientation stigmatizes and excludes those who hold disfavored (read: 
mainstream) views. Denying a child the right to a supportive educational environment effectively 
denies that child meaningful access to the right to an education. Additionally, changing Title VI 
to include sexual orientation and gender identity means that any school, even private and 
parochial schools that receive federal assistance, would have to adopt transgender policies in 
sports and private facilities. 

8)  As a result of the expanding definition of public accommodations, as well as changing federal 
funding requirements, doctors (and counselors) could be punished for treating gender dysphoria 
according to their own best medical judgment. Even a referral to another doctor could be a 
violation of the Civil Rights Act. If a doctor performs a double mastectomy to treat cancer, she 
must also do so for a woman who identifies as a man. Transgender individuals have already sued 
hospitals for discrimination in New Jersey and California because the hospitals refused to 
perform surgeries, including mastectomies, for “gender affirmation.” This, despite the fact that 
evidence has shown that “transitioning” does not provide any lasting mental health benefits. In 
fact, many patients who undergo a sex change end up with damage to their physical health, such 
as heart problems and decreased bone density, as well as loss of fertility. 

9)  The Equality Act’s politicization of medicine and education through gender ideology will 
undermine parental rights. Since most schools will be pressured to comply with sexual-
orientation and gender-identity policies, parents will have limited educational choices for their 
children. Those who do not believe that their daughters should have to compete against 
biological males in sports, or who do not believe their daughters and sons should have to share 
bathrooms with members of the opposite sex, will be hard pressed to find schools where this is 
not happening. Parents should not have to sacrifice their children’s safety in order to attend 
school. Counseling that has proven to help children suffering from gender dysphoria reconcile 
with their bodies will no longer be considered an acceptable approach. This means that parents 
will be left without therapeutic alternatives that do not cause irreversible harm to their children’s 
bodies. A judge in Ohio terminated the rights of parents who opposed administering testosterone 
to their underage daughter and wanted her to go to counseling for gender dysphoria instead. 

10)  The Equality Act hurts vulnerable children by punishing faith-based adoption and foster-
care agencies that believe that every child deserves both a mother and a father and that children’s 
bodies should not be irreversibly harmed by hormonal or surgical interventions due to gender 
dysphoria. Imposing this radical ideology on child-welfare providers will reduce the number of 
“forever families” for the more than 424,000 foster children in need of them. Adding sexual-
orientation and gender-identity requirements to laws in Massachusetts and Illinois diminished the 



supply of foster families at the same time that more children needed them due to the opioid 
crisis. 

11)  Does the Supreme Court’s Decision in Bostock v. Clayton County, Georgia, require the 
Equality Act’s Changes to Civil Rights Law?  The Equality Act goes far beyond the Supreme 
Court’s 2020 Bostock ruling. While Bostock invented a misguided theory of sex discrimination in 
employment law, it did not redefine “sex” to include sexual orientation and gender identity. But 
the Equality Act does. Bostock was limited to employment law; the Equality Act adds “sexual 
orientation and gender identity” to all of the nation’s civil rights laws. Because Bostock was 
limited to employment, it said nothing about schools, sports, or medicine. The Equality Act adds 
sexual orientation and gender identity to all of them. 

Hmm.  Even more alarming.  There are people in our society who are hell bent on shaping our 
country into something that our parents and grand parents would view as unrecognizable.  Even I 
am hardly able to recognize our society anymore.  I’m not so sure our representative government 
still works any longer as intended but if it does, then I think it is incumbent upon its citizens to 
make sure that the rules and regulations that are being made by our representatives are a 
reflection of the actual beliefs of the people.  It appears to me that the beliefs as put forth in the 
Equality Act are the beliefs of a more minority group that is attempting to tell the people what 
they should believe…or else.  I think we need to make sure that our representatives hear from 
their constituents.  I think that is one of our duties as citizens of this great country.  As for me, I 
already have reached out to my representatives.  I hope you will too.  

In Christ, 

Pete Courteau 

Grand Knight 


